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A journey of a thousand miles begins
with the single first step.
So many of us look at the situation in the
world and are just totally overwhelmed by
everything that we see. We feel helpless
to bring about any actual and real change
anywhere or to anything. Seeing just how
much there is that needs to be done and
how much little we can each actually
accomplish, most just sit back resigned to
the fact that there is nothing in human
hands that can be done.
Most have
already embraced the mentality of
surrender and instead of savoring the
bitter taste of slavery in our mouths, most
turn to whatever distractions they can grasp to help dull their pain. The reason why so many
people embrace so many distractions is to block out the pain of the reality that surrounds them
which, for the most part, really “sucks.”
As religious as we may become, as culturally separate from the dominant secular society many
wish to be, nevertheless, we are all still prisoners of the greater “System.” We are all connected
to “the Beast.” We are all subservient to its mighty roar. How many of us can get along without
money, credit, a car or a job? How many can truly disconnect themselves from the “System” and
live as they say, “off-grid.” Almost no one that I know can can live such an extreme life. Most that
I know do not want to. Most think such a move to be, well, “extreme,” crazy and outright insane.
“No normal person would ever consider this!” This is how we think, this is how we are taught to
think. Little do we realize how much we have already embraced the New World Order.
The New World Order is nothing new. It had its origins long ago. Genesis describes that after Cain
killed his brother Abel, G-d banished him from before His Presence. Cain realized that without
Divine Providence, he would have to fend for himself. And that is exactly what he did. The first
thing Cain did after being banished by G-d was to build for himself a city. Cain, the first murderer
is also the first urban developer. Cain created the concept of creating a living environment outside
of Divine Providence and completely (as can be) dependent upon man, instead of upon G-d. Cain
created the first “System.” He was the father of “the Beast.”
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Cain's first city sprawled as civilizations after him have done. Yet, in Cain's growing world,
morality and godliness did not exist. Now, Cain was a spiritual man. Although he no longer had a
relationship with the Creator, tradition tells us he maintained a very extensive relationship with
many of the angels. Indeed, scripture records how Cain's female descendants (the daughters of
Adam) were actually successful in seducing certain angels to come to Earth, copulate with them
and reveal to man their Heavenly secrets. This corruptions is described in Genesis and expanded
upon in other ancient literature such as the Book of First Enoch.
Cain's corruption led to the development of an ancient, highly advanced civilization, that
integrated angelic revelations as viable and practical forms of usable technologies. Like King
Solomon said, “there is nothing new under the sun.” Yes, even modern technology, with all its
wonder and glory is nothing new. Mankind has seen it all before. And like before, our ever growing
technologies are distancing us more and more from the awareness of the Divine Presence. The
more and more we embrace technology the more and more we believe that we both understand
and control the universe.
Cain's descendants made this same mistake. And after accomplishing such a coup to actually get
some of the angels to “jump ship” and join his new vision for redesigning G-d's plan, the
generations before the Flood felt invincible. They had power and they knew it. In comparison,
they had much more power that we do today. Their accomplishments were greater and their
knowledge about the natural and supernatural worlds left ours today far behind in the dust.
Remnants of their ancient “mind technologies” have survived to this day. We understand them so
little that we bundle them all together and call them “magic.” Yet, in reality, there is no such
thing as magic. All there is are higher forms of technology the activation of which we have not yet
even conceived of (at least nothing about them is made public).
As it was in the days before the Flood, so has the wheel turned and we are back to almost the
same bad situation as was then. In those days, there came a Flood. Now, the Bible does not tell
us actually what natural causes led to the Flood, but we have ancient legends that do shine some
light on this. It was taught that in order to punish mankind and the fallen angels for thwarting
G-d's original plan for experiment Earth, G-d was going to “wipe the slate clean.” The legend
teaches that G-d guided natural forces and brought either a comet or a meteor very close to
Earth's orbit. This close encounter wrecked havoc on the Earth's gravitational field, literally
flipping the planet upside down. This caused all the oceans on the surface and beneath to be
ripped out of their beds and to splash around over the entire planet. All surface life was wiped
out. Life in the oceans and in Inner Earth were also affected, but far less severely that was the
surface.
Life on the surface of the Earth was reborn with Noah. New Divine rules were instituted forcing
there to be an almost complete detachment of overt angelic involvement with men. No more
would angels walk openly among us. If angels are to come to Earth, they are to do so
clandestinely, only to accomplish their appointed tasks and then to withdraw, to return to
whatever place of watching they come from. Scripture is full of stories of angels coming and
going, yet, each time they are seen physically, as was with the cases of Joshua and Manoah,
scriptures calls them “men.” For in each case, they put on human garb to pass unnoticed in this
world, until it was time for them to reveal themselves.
Since the Flood, G-d watches us, but from a metaphorical distance. He has ordained that a
ministry of angels get up-and-close with us, and execute His every command. These Watchers
observe, report and when commanded to, get involved. Indeed, nothing happens in the world at2
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large that is not guided by the hands of these Watchers. All technological breakthroughs, all
advances in science and industry came about because one of the Watchers whispered into the ears
of one of us. Even the likes of Isaac Newton, Albert Einstein, Nicola Tesla and Stephen Hawking
come up with some really brilliant ideas that little do they know come from a source outside and
above themselves. As it is with them, so too is it with us.
G-d sends His messengers that proverbially whisper things into our ears. This is not only so with
regards to great thinkers and scientists, it is especially so with regards to politicians. G-d directs
his angels to guide both the hearts and minds of world leaders, to direct them to act in those ways
which perpetuate the Divine Plan. Like Pharaoh and Nebuchadnezzar of long ago, modern day
political leaders are no more than pawns in the Hands of Heaven. This is why politics never makes
any real sense, not only to the common layman onlooker, but even to the seasoned and in-theknow insiders. As Shakespeare said, “All the world's a stage and all the men and women merely
players.” We act and G-d is watching. The angels direct at G-d's behest and we respond to their
promptings. And all the while we are be watched and judged!
Like Cain, many today crave to build a New World Order than gives them the illusion of total
control. They want to create a world with the political/economic rulers in charge and G-d left
out. These plotters know that the only real way to leave G-d out of the equation of human activity
is to block out from human memory any positive reference of G-d, His Laws and His Teachings.
This is why these evil rebels seek to destroy everything related to the Bible and target those
people who hold the Bible and its teachings so dear.
This is also the underlying reason for antisemitism, the irrational hatred of everything Jewish.
Those who hate the Jews and who seek their harm act in ways completely contrary to Biblical
teachings, be these teachings Jewish or Christian. Both Jewish and Christian scriptures verify this
clearly! Therefore those who preach against the Jews will in turn preach against Christianity, the
Bible and against everything holy and righteous. We saw this in Nazi Germany and Stalinist Russia.
We see this today in segments of the secular West and in extremist elements of the Muslim world.
Little does the Muslim world recognize that they are being used as a pawn to attack the Bible
believing West. The forces of evil provoking this conflict intend that the Bible believing West and
the Qur’an believing East will wage war with one another until they are both destroyed. The plan
is that all that will be left will be the secular anti-religionists. Then these godless individuals plan
to take control and root out any remembrance of G-d from the memories of the people. This is the
plan and goal of the Armilus/Anti-Christ and it is being implemented all around us at this very
moment.
And G-d is watching! G-d has proverbially stepped back to watch who it is that will embrace the
side of righteousness and truth and who will cave in under the pressures and lies of evil. The
System of the Beast has made it almost impossible for us to detach from it. But almost impossible
does not mean entirely impossible. The righteous had better wake up and make smart decisions
because G-d is watching and another flood is immanent. Like the last flood, many know that it is
coming, but, no one is taking it too seriously. Therefore, even when it starts it will be mostly
ignored. It will be ignored and avoided until it is too late and at that point the fate and destiny of
most will already be decided, just as it was in the days of Noah.
No, we may not be able to change the world. Yes, we may already be slaves to the growing New
World Order. But this does not mean that it is too late for something to be done about it. We may
not be able to save the world from its inevitable fate, but like Noah before us, we can each build
our own arks. Now, I am not taking about building boats to save us from floods of water. The Ark
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of Noah was a safe haven to protect him and his family from the hour of judgment. Those who
wish to pass through the coming time of judgment had better consider building their own safe
haven arks before it is too late. For once the proverbial flood gates open, it will be too late for
anyone to do anything.
Therefore the attitude of desperation and despair is itself a death sentence. The attitude of
apathy is a death sentence. The embrace of distractions and intoxicants of all kinds in a death
sentence. Many forms of death abound and most have embraced one form of them or another.
Those who will thus be left living will be few. This is why the ancient Biblical prophecies stated
that when the Great Judgment (Day of the L-rd) comes, only a small remnant, the select, will
survive. Just who those select are remains to be seen. It will be decided based upon individual's
individual actions.
Bottom line, the righteous will be spared because in their wisdom they will do the right things and
know to get out of judgment's way. Whereas fools, considering their religion to be some kind of
magical defense, will stand directly in the path of a ranging fire and be burned to death, all the
while wondering why the fire is consuming them. If only their religious faith was real they would
have realized that one's faith is defined by one's actions, not by one's beliefs. Faith as beliefs
accomplish little. Faith as action accomplishes much!
We now live in such confusing times. This confusion is intentionally being imposed upon us to keep
us from seeing the clear and evident truths that the Bible itself teaches. Modern day social and
political confusion is not happenstance or random. It is definitely being controlled and directed.
The forces of evil work tirelessly to weaken and break the righteous. They use their godless force
to convince the world that Biblical standards are obsolete and thus wrong and bad. These
secularists therefore proclaim in their arrogance the superiority of their New World Order and
demand compliance by all, or else!
Like in the days of the Maccabees the righteous need to stand firm and resist, taking whatever
form of resistance that are necessary. Sometime it is right for resistance to be soft. One acts
wisely and righteously by moving out of the hustle and bustle of urban areas. One acts wisely and
righteously by separating from established religious communities and their norms and goes far
away to establish new, smaller, more natural communities where one can live in accordance to the
laws of G-d without being chained down by the additional expectations of cultural norms. One
acts wisely and righteously by disconnecting from the “System” as much as one can, becoming as
self sufficient and independent as one can. Now, some can do this more readily than others. This
is easier to accomplish for example here in the United states than it is in the State of Israel.
Modern Israel is already under the dominion of the New World Order. This is clear and evident in
the levels of bureaucracy and corruption that permeate every level of that society. This is why
modern Israel may call itself the Jewish State, but it certainly is not a State ran in accordance to
anything Jewish or Biblical. There are no Biblical freedoms in Israel and mo one knows this more
than it citizenry. But Bible believing, G-d fearing Israelis should not dismay. They should instead
put their faith in G-d and recognize that they must not put their faith in their government.
The Israeli government betrays its citizens on a regular basis. And G-d is watching! G-d will judge
the State of Israel and all its corrupt leaders. In the end, they will all perish, but alas, so too will
all those who embrace them and rely upon them. It is best for Israelis to follow the Maccabee
model and get as far away from involvement with the government and the Israeli system as
possible. Get as far “off-grid” as is possible. For those who rely on the Israeli government and its
mighty army will be sorely disappointed. For in the end, the government will betray both the
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Israeli army and the Israeli citizen. Let instead the righteous rely on one another and shun the
government and all involvement with it.
We all live under the growing dominion of the New World Order. If we do not now make definitive
moves to safeguard whatever liberties we have left, these too will soon be taken away from us.
And as stupid as most are, we will surrender our freedoms, under the false guise of achieving
security in their place. As Benjamin Franklin once said, “Those who would give up essential
Liberty, to purchase a little temporary Safety, deserve neither Liberty nor Safety.” And indeed, the
New World Order uses the excuse of security to rob the people of their liberty. The people watch,
follow and obey, too doped up, too overwhelmed to care or to take any steps to safeguard and
defend themselves.
A journey of a thousand miles begins with the single first step. We cannot change everything
overnight, but we can make changes. We must start small, but like the New World Order itself, we
must be consistent. We can and we shall overcome! But not unless we take action to accomplish
such! While it is not up to us to complete the work, that is G-d's job, we are not free to avoid our
share! When we take whatever steps we can to acquire and maintain our independence from
government and the System, we are breaking away from the model of Cain and returning back to
the domain of G-d.
No one can serve G-d following the role model of Cain. Those who try will end up, like Cain's
descendants, victims of the flood that is to come. Deny and despair all you wish. If you do, then
accept your fate as it comes. But if you choose to instead fulfill Bible law, to love the L-rd your
G-d with all our heart, with all your soul and with all your might, then you must act accordingly.
Talk is cheap and is condemned in the Eyes of G-d. Only those who act and build their own safety
ark will survive the coming flood. Every ark starts with a first step, then another and then another.
Do not allow yourself to remain under the ever-growing influence of the New World Order. It has
already poisoned your mind and now it seeks your soul! Only you can put a stop to it! Cleanse
yourself of the poison of Cain's creation and return to the life the way G-d meant it to be.
Keep moving towards G-d. Keep separating from the System. Keep increasing your independence.
By doing so, you will gain favor in the Eyes of Heaven. Only the Bible will give you the clarity of
vision to distinguish between the path of Cain and the path of G-d. Choose wisely to whom you
wish to cling. The Watchers are watching. And remember, what you say means nothing! What you
do means everything!
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